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1. Introduction

Investigations of particle channeling 'and deflection effect in a bent crystal

demand the measurements of angular distributions of particles behind the crystal. The

co-ordinate detectors are necessary for these measurements. However, the application

of the co-ordinate detectors is only possible at the beams with a low intensity.

The fact itself of particle deflection by a bent crystal can be registered without

any co-ordinate detectors. For this purpose, the telescope of counters is installed at the

bending angle of the crystal a relative to the beam direction. The observation of a

sharp maximum for the count dependence of the telescope on the crystal orientation

angle will speak about the particle deflection by the bent crystal. This was widely

used in the experiments with bent cystals. The particles passed the whole crystal

length in channeling states am registered.

The dependence on the crystal orientation was used not only for the deflection

effect registration but also for the investigation of volume capture of particles into the

channeling regime [1]. In the experiment [11, the registered particles were also in

channeling states up to the exit from the crystal.

The application of the telescope when the bending angle of the crystal is big

allows to install the telescope counters at a large distance from the beam what gives

possibility to use high intensity beams. therefore, there is possibility for fast search

and observation of particle deflection in the experiment when the crystal pre-

alignment is fulfilled before the work with the beam.

The dechanneling length of particles is small for the crystal of heavy metals,

which posms high dislocation density. Iberefore, it is difficult to hope that many

p"cles can be registered at the bending angle even when the crystal is not so long.

On the other hand, bent crystals also deflect dechanneled particles although their

deflection angles are smaller than the bending angle a. If the telescope is installed at

the angle Ot < a it will register dechanneled particles. Their number will be also

changed with changing the crystal orientation.

This article describes the experimental results on the investigation of the

deflection dependencies on the crystal orientation for the case when the telescope

angle 0 < a and analysis of the dependencies by simulation. The external beam of

5 GeV protons of the Nuclotron, JINR was used in the experiment.
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2. Experimental results, , = a

Fig. shows the experiment layout. Here G is the goniometer device with a bent

crystal. The main telescope of scintillation counters SI-S2 was installed along a

deflected beam path the angle of which relative to the incident beam direction equals

the bending angle of the crystal a. The background telescope S3-S4 was installed

symmetrically. The plastic scintillators with dimension x3Ox5 mm3 were used for

the telescope counters. The picture generated by deflected particles at the scintillation

screen TV can be observed with a distant monitor. The ionization profflometers M,

and M, were used for the beam monitoring.

The goniometer can move a crystal in a transverse direction to a beam and can

change the crystal angle relative to a beam direction. The accuracy of the coordinate

and angle motions of a crystal are better than 0.1 mm and 0.1 mrad, correspondingly.

The preliminary crystal alignment is realized with using a laser beam.

The (I 1) silicon plate 18x9.5xO.3 mm3 was bent and glued on the cylindrical

surface of a duralumin holder. The holder radius was 277 mm. The bending angle of

the crystal equals 56.2 mrad that is smaller than the calculated angle because of a glue

layer thickness. Besides, the crystal surface directions near the entrance and exit faces

of the crystal are different at different positions along the crystal height. A typical

value of this angular spread was about I mrad in our case.

The particle number per the acceleration cycle was about 4xIO') in the external

beam. The angular beam width has to be about I mrad according to the profilometer

data. This is considerably bigger than a critical channeling angle = 72 �Lrad. The

crystal orientation angle 0, was changed every acceleration cycle. The counter

coincidence numbers for the main and background telescopes, NJ and N2, were

registered every cycle, and their ratio Ai/N2 was calculated.

Fig.2 shows the received deflection dependence on the crystal orientation. This is

the dependence of the ratio of the event numbers registered by the main and

background telescopes on the crystal angle ,

The maximum observed is stipulated by the particles deflected at the bending

angle when the crystal plane direction is perfectly aligned with the beam direction.

The full width of the deflection dependence at its half height is 1.15 mr-ad. It is

deten-nined by the angular width of the incident beam. The opening of the'telescope
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angle is about 3 mad, therefore it does not influence on the dependence. The

dependence is well fitted by a Gaussian with a = 049 mrad. However, there is a small

asymmetry of the deflection dependence, which can be stipulated by a volume capture

of particles at 6. < and by the spread of the plane directions at the crystal entrance.

The telescope countiratio increases about 7 times at the dependence maximum.

The deflected fraction of the beam is about 1.9XIO-6 at the perfect alignment of the

crystal. This value is mainly stipulated by a small beam part crossed the crystal.

3. Experimental results, , < a

Many particles captured into channeling at the crystal entrance are decharmeled

further in the crystal. The deflection angles of these particles are smaller than the

bending angle of the crystal. Therefore, the particles fill in completely the angular

region between the straight beam direction and the bending angle one. The angular

unfolding of the dechanneling process occurs in the bent crystal.

What we receive if the telescope will be installed at the angle, which is smaller

than a? The preliminary simulation study 21 showed the character of the dependence

on the crystal orientation angle, which can be observed. The dependence has to be

with two maximums.

Fig.3 shows the deflection dependence received in our experiment when the

telescope angle was 075 a. The dependence has two maximums in fact. It is different

from all dependencies received in the experiments before, The maximum I at = 

looks like for the traditional scheme of registration. The deflected part of the beam in

the maximum is PI = 1.8xlO-6. The width of the maximum equals the beam width;

The second maximum is realized at 0 = Ot - a. Its width equals the telescope

width, that is 3 mrad. There am also deflected particles in the intermediate area of the

crystal angles. However, the deflected beam part P12 i much smaller for these

intermediate angles.

Fig.4 shows the deflection dependence received for the telescope angle 0.5a,

when the telescope was more close to the beam direction. here are the same two

maximum in this cAse too. Ile deflected part of the beam in the first maximum

Pi = 2.8xlO'6 is higher than for = 0.75a. On the other hand, the background level,

which is registered by the telescope S�144, becomes higher too.
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The schematic picture in fig.5 shows three cases, which are realized for different

crystal angles when the telescope angle 0 < a (here 0 = a/2). At = when the

maximum I is formed (fig.5a) the telescope registers the particles, which were

captured at the crystal entrance and dechanneled further at the crystal depth near

S,=O,-R. At 0 = 0 - a when the maximum 2 is formed (fig.5b) the telescope registers

the particles, which were captured in the crystal volume and remained in channeling

states up to the exit face. For the intermediate angles of the crystal, - a < < the

registered particles were captured in the crystal volume and then dechanneled.

The same telescope angle deter-mines the same crystal length, which is passed by

the registered particles in the channeling states, S = 0R. The cases (a) and (c) are

only different by the capture process. Therefore, the ratio P121P, contains the

information about the ratio of the volume capture and surface capture probabilities.

However, the channeled fraction evolution is different in these cases because the

initial distributions of channeled particles in the transverse energy are different.

Therefore, one can estimate the volume capture probability from these experimental

data only comparing with simulation data.

4. Simulation results

The simulation was performed for analysis of the deflection dependence on the

crystal orientation and the role of volume capture of particles into the channeling

regime for the cases when the telescope orientation angle 0 < a. Our simulation

model was used 3 The trajectories of particles are calculated in the continuum

potential of atomic planes, which is modified by a centrifugal force. Multiple

scattering by the crystal electrons and nuclei is calculated after the particles travel a

distance, which is much smaller than the period of particle oscillations in the channel.

It was accepted that the angular distribution of the beam is a Gaussian with

a = 05 mrad.

Fig.6 shows the dependencies of the channeled fraction on the beam penetration

depth into the crystal. The particles were considered as channeled if they do not

approach to the channel walls at the distance smaller than 25 ul, where u = 0075 A

is the amplitude of thermal vibrations of the crystal atoms. The particles with bigger

amplitudes of oscillations in the channels are dechanneled fast.
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When the crystal angle = fig.6a) the conditions for particle capture into the

channeling regime at the crystal entrance (so-called surface capture) are fulfilled for

the biggest part of incident particles, about 565%. The channeled fraction is reduced

with the crystal depth due to multiple scattering by the crystal electrons mainly. The

reduction of channeled particles is stronger at small depth then the dependence

becomes close to the exponential one. The dechanneling length Ld is about mm.

Multiple scattering evokes also a reverse process of particle capture into the

channeling states in the crystal volume (volume capture).

Channeled particles appear in the crystal only due to the volume capture when the

crystal angle is big enough and < 0 (fig.6b). The captured beam fraction that is the

volume capture probability is about 1% in our case. It is not much smaller than the

surface capture probability. The estimation of the volume capture probability can be

done according to the relation P,,=2ROILd, where'2RO, is the length of the volume

capture region. It gives a close value to he simulation result. The volume capture

probability does not depend on the crystal angle. However, the capture area is shifted

deep into the crystal with increasing (fig.6b). The capture area location is near the

depth Ro. Here also a fast decrease of channeled fraction occurs after the capture and

then the exponential reduction with approximately the same dechannefing length as

for the surface captured fraction.

Fig.7 shows the angular distributions of particles behind the crystal for different

crystail angles , For the case of the perfect crystal alignment = fig.7a) the

maximum at a presents paTficles which are registered in the traditional scheme of the

experiment when the telescope is installed at the angle a. The distribution tail

stretched to the bending side excepting the maximum at a is stipulated by the

particles, which followed by bent channels during only some part of the crystal length.

A rare hatching shows the distribution of the beam crossed the crystal when its

orientation is random.

The areas shown. by arrows and dense hatc�ifig present the particles which will be

registered by the telescope when its angle 0 = 0.5a. They are dechanneled particles

for the cases shown in fig.7ab. However, when is close to 0 -a (ig.7c) they left the

crystal in channeling states.
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FigA. The schematic layout of the experimental setup. Here G is the goniometer with a bent

crystal, S-S2 and S-S4 are the telescopes of scintillation counters (main and background),

TV is the scintillation screen observed with a distant monitor, M, and M, are the ionization

profilometers a is the crystal bending angle.
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Fig.2. The dependence of the ratio of the event numbers registered by the main and bckground

telescopes on the crystal orientation angle 6 For GeV protons incident on the mm

length (III) Si crystal with the bending angle a = 56.2 mad. The telescope angle equals

a. The dotted line is the Gaussian fit with = 049 mrad.
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Fig.3. The same as in fig.2 for the case when the telescope angle is 0.75a. Here is the

background level of the count and P12 is the count lvel for the intermediate angles.
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Fig.4. The same as in fig.2 fr the case when the tlescope angle is 0.5a.
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Fig. 5. The schematic picture of particle registration by the telescope T shows three cases, which

are realized for incident eam particles for different crystal angles when the telescope

angle 0 < a (here 0 = a/2). The sinusoidal curves show the part of particle trajectories in a

bent crystal, which they pass in channeling states.
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Fig.7. The angular distributions of particles behind the crystal received by simulation for
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histogram is the distribution for the random case. The areas shown by arrows and dense

hatching present the particles which will hit the telescope installed at the angle Ot = 0.5 a.
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Fig-8. The beam denection dependencies on the crystal orientation angle 0. receive by

simulation when the telescope is'lila6ed ht the angles 0 = 0.5a (a), 075 a b).
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Fig.8 shows the beam deflection dependencies on the crystal angle received in

our simulation when the telescope was placed at the angles 0 < a. The deflection

efficiency increases with decreasing , The dependencies are in good agreement with

the experiment. The ratio of the deflection probability for the intermediate angles and

0,,= is the same as in the experiment, P2/PI=0.084. That is our model describes well

the process of the particle passage through the crystal (capture and dechanneling).

Therefore, the simulation result concerning the value of volume capture probability

can be accepted.

5. Conclusion

The deflection dependence on the crystal orientation has two maximums when the

angle of the telescope of counters relative to a beam direction is smaller than the

bending angle of the crystal, < a. The registered particles pass in channeling states

only some part of the crystal length. The first maximum at 0,= is formed by the

particles captured into channeling states at the crystal entrance. The second maximum

at 0 = 0, -a is produced by the particles captured in the crystal volume. Thus, there is

possibility to receive infonnation about the volume capture of particles too.

The proposed method can be useful for the investigation of a particle deflection

by the crystals, in which the particle channeling length is'small because of some

lattice defects. For example, for the crystals of heavy metals, which possess a

relatively high density of dislocations.

The other possible application is a fast alignment of usual silicon crystal

deflectors at the particle beams with a small divergence. The width of the second

maximum of the deflection dependence equals the angular width of the telescope and

can be large enough. This allows using a large goniometer step.

This work was partly supported by grant No.2140 from International Science and

Technology Center.
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AcbaHacbeB C. B. H Ap. El-2003-204
MOAH(PHUHpO&AHHb11k mem Ang peritcrpaunn TXTIOHeHHq acTmu
H30MYrhIM KpHCTaJWOM

rlpexiozeii HyqeH MAH(PHUHpOBaHHb1A MeTOA ATIA perMCTPaUHH YrKjioHeHRR aCTHU
11101HYMIM KPHCTanJIOM Ha BLIDeAeHHOM npOTOHHOM ny4xe HKNoTpoHa. Tenecxon cHH-
THRMUHOHHbIX cqeT-iHxoB pa3memancs noA yrnom, Ko-rophdi 6w meHbLue yrna H3rw6a xpm-
manna. H3yqanacb 3nHcHmocTb qeTa mecKonom qacruu, KoTophie r1pOXOAKAH B pexnme
KaHaJIHPOBaHHJI TJIbXO aCTh AnHHM KHCTwuia, oT opiieHTaUHH KiicTaTma B lTonyqeHHOR
3aBHcHmocTH iia6moAanliCh Ba maxcHmyma, CBq3aHHMX C aCTHIJaMH, 3aXBaqeHHbIM B Ka-
HaYIHPOBaHHbie COCTOAHH31 Ha BxoAe B KHCTWM H B erD o6ieme.

11CnOHb3Y9 W1OCKOn H 11YqKH BUCOKOR HHTeHcnBHocTH, moxHo nojwqaTb noneMme
AaHHbie 0 KaHWIHPOBaHHH acTHL H 0 Klicriume, To o6EJ4HO Tpe6yeT 6onee noxmoii pe-
rUC7paUH C xcnOJlb3OBaHHem OOPAHHaTHEJX AeTerTOPOB. 7pezqoxceimbik me-rog moXeT
6Errb none3eH XM HccneaoBaHHg OTXROHeHHA acTH Klic-raymamm, AJIHHbi KaHWIHPOBaHMA

qaCTH B KOTOPbIX MOUM H3-3aae4)eKTOB pemeTKH.

Pa6OTa blnOJIHeHa B la6opaTOpHH Bb[COKHX Wepruri Jim. B. H. BeKrnepa A. M. Ban-
amia 113M.

npenpHHT 06WAHHemorx) HHCTmryTa xepHbIX tccnenoBaHHA. Ay6Ha, 2003

Afanasiev S. V. et al. EI-2003-204
Modified Method for Registration of Particle Deflection
by Bent Crystal

The modified method for registration of particle deflection by a bent crystal was pro-
posed and studied at the external proton beam of the Nuclotron. The telescope of scintillation
counters was placed at the angle that was smaller than a crystal bending angle. The count de-
pendence of the telescope on the crystal orientation was formed by the particles, which
passed in channeling states only some part of the ystal length. Two maximums were ob-
served in the dependencies due to particles captured into the channeling states on the crystal
surface and in the crystal volume. This allows one to obtain, using the telescope and high-in-
tensity beams, useful data about the particle channeling and the crystal, which usually de-
mands more complicated registration by means of the coordinate detectors. The proposed
method can be unful for the investigation of particle deflection by the crystals in which
the particle channeling length is small because of some lattice defects.

The investigation has been performed at the Veksler and Baldin Laboratory of fligh En-
ergies, JINR.
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